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Praise for Carry My Tears 
 

 

“Beverly Green is an outstanding teacher and 

budding author. Carry My Tears, her first work, will 

bring joy to your heart and your soul.” 

—Ron Short 

Author of Mission Possible 
 

“This book was one that I could not put down until I 

had finished it. It was inspirational to me in that the 

love of Christ is presented throughout the book. His 

love is what saves us and carries us through! I want 

my grandchildren to read it too!” 

—Rosemary Cook Davis 

Teacher/Missionary to Spain and Morocco 
 

“Beverly beautifully invites you into the heart of 

Miranda, a young woman called beyond the walls 

of her protected existence into a life of sacrifice she 

never imagined. Written humbly and with tremendous 

impact, Carry My Tears draws you in completely until 

you are not only a part of Miranda’s journey—you 

experience her purpose. Christ’s message of love 

and forgiveness in the character of Companion 



 

 
 

clearly calls. Die to self. Forgive. Every man thirsts for 

Christ’s living water—even if he does not know it. Just 

as Miranda, you will long to carry His tears. Read 

expecting to experience His love.” 

—Lynn Lacher 

Author of Form Me, Fire Me, Fill Me 
 

“Excellent: moving, both encouraging and poignant 

at the same time, both challenging and uplifting.” 
—Joel Hawbaker 

History/Bible Teacher, Westbrook Christian School 
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Carry My Tears 
 

is dedicated to my precious family, and to my two ’Bama friends, Mrs. 

Debbie Sivley and Mrs. Ara Bain, who have walked with me across the 

sand, through the scrub grass, along the river, through the forest, and down 

a familiar path . . . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Definitions and Allusions: 
 

Abda    from Aramaic meaning servant 

Gripp   to grasp, hold, control 

Jonah a Hebrew prophet who arrived by sea and led 

Nineveh’s wicked people to repentance  

Jordan   the river in Israel associated with baptism 

Locanus a combination of two Latin words, lux, meaning 

“light,” and canis, meaning “canine”   

Miranda     from Latin meaning “worthy of admiration” 

Mr. Ned, Sir  a backwards spelling of the author’s grandfather’s 

name, Mr. Risden 

Nouveau from French meaning “newly” or “recently 

created” 

Posy a small bunch of flowers sometimes given as a 

gift, often worn near the heart  

Sam[uel]  from Hebrew meaning “God has heard” 

Toll   the price to cross a bridge or road 

Vanitas Latin for vanity; also, a genre of still-life painting 

that arose in the Netherlands in the 17th century 

and contained objects symbolizing the transience 

and vanity of earthly achievements 

Vita Latin/Italian for “life;” also a brief biography, 

often that of a saint; a hagiography 
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Introduction 

 

 

Did you ever have a dream that would not let you go? About 

five years ago, I had such a dream. This is exactly how I 

recorded it the next day: 
 

“I am outside a huge sandy-colored castle. I 

am outside because I was sent out and I am 

not allowed to return. I am very thirsty. 

There is a small fountain on the wall, and I 

go to it and cup my hands to fill them with the 

water. Before I can drink I realize there is 

a large army behind me, bearing standards 

and standing in formation. They are not 
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threatening the castle or me. I hear a voice 

from behind me—someone is there but I can’t 

see him—he says, ‘Carry my tears.’ I begin 

walking down the ranks of soldiers and they 

drink from my hands and the water does not 

run out.  

I tell the person behind me that I can’ t go 

back into the castle. He responds, ‘ What about 

the old homestead?’ and offers to take me 

there. We walk into the woods and down the 

path to ‘ the old homestead’ which is a very 

large house with a wall around it. The gate is 

not locked and we enter through the gate and 

into the house. It is dark inside. I ask, ‘ What 

happened to the windows? There used to be so 

much light. Where is the light?’ The person 

with me responds, ‘ they have been boarded up,’ 

and begins to remove boards that have been 
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nailed up over the windows. Radiant beams 

pierce the darkness. In the light, I can see 

ragged, dirty people huddled on the stairs 

(three levels of fire escape type, wrought iron 

stairs). I ask, ‘ Who are they?’ The person 

says, ‘They’re only squatters. I can send them 

away if you want.’ I reply, ‘ No, don’t send 

them out,’ because I don’t want them to be 

exiled like I am. Again I hear the voice say, 

‘Carry my tears.’ I begin dipping water again 

with my hands to carry to those people when 

the dream ends.” 
 

With all my heart, I feel that God sent a message through 

that dream, and with the book I have attempted to “fill in the 

cracks” of the story. I refer to it as “a myth” simply because it 

fits that definition. It is a sacred tale, but very familiar and 

traditional. It explains a culture, although not a culture of our 

world. It instead explains how a spiritual dystopia can arise 

when human beings become afraid to embrace the most holy 
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of all divine characteristics, love, because of the errors of the 

past. Vanitas is not a community where people are unhappy 

or mistreated. Quite the opposite. All people in the 

communities are treated equally and provided with all the 

physical necessities of life. It is a dystopia because, out of fear, 

people have accepted spiritual deficiency, and because they 

have no hope of being spiritually whole without stepping out 

of the realm of the law and risking great punishment. 

Carry My Tears might be considered allegorical, not so 

much on a character-to-character basis, but more on the basis 

of anyone’s individual walk with the Lord. After her 

introduction to Companion, Miranda finds she is provided 

for and cared for in a miraculous and beautiful way. Each time 

she strays away from her Companion, she finds herself in 

more and more trouble, until finally her decision to part from 

Companion results in the death of another and she finds 

herself lost and alone. It is only when she finds her way back 

to her Companion that Miranda can fulfill the mission to 

which she has been called. 

Miranda is, in a way, Everyman. She makes a journey not 

of her own choice, but because it is the path that is ordained 

for her. All she has come to rely on and to believe in fails her 

until, in the end, she learns that the only enduring part of her 
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life, of her story, is the message of love. Unlike Everyman 

though, Miranda finds that it is the legacy one leaves behind 

that is most important of all. 

Carry My Tears is a tale of hope, of love, and of great 

sacrifice. It is a story of the path that some are called to walk 

to make a difference in this world. It is the story of a martyr. 



 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

“If anyone wishes to come after me, he 

must deny himself, and take up his cross 

and follow me. For whoever wishes to 

save his life will lose it; but whoever loses 

his life for my sake will find it.”  

—Matthew 16:24–25, NASB 
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Prologue 
 

 

A company of soldiers stood on the fine, dry sand that 

surrounded Vanitas, armed, but postured at ease, lined in 

perfect formation and facing outward from the sheer, 

northern wall. The sun was high, but no one of rank had come 

to permit them to break formation or to seek relief from the 

brutal heat of the day. In contrast to the sand, a fountain 

mounted on the outside of the wall bubbled merrily, cool and 

musical—the hope of relief that was at the same time nearly 

maddening since it was out of reach. Between the fountain 

and the soldiers, bewildered and staring at the walls, was me. 

I had been cast out. I was an exile, a condition imposed upon 

the criminals who threatened the security of Vanitas, but I had 

no idea what crime I had committed. 
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1 

Vanitas 
 

 

orty-foot-high, sand-colored curtain walls made of 

square-cut stones securely mortared stood shear and 

strong, stretching for miles beneath a flawless blue sky. The 

walls were solid with the exception of two large, imposing, 

iron gates, one on the north side facing the road, and another 

on the south side facing a far-reaching, barren wilderness, a 

consequence of the Third Great War which also brought 

about the Environmental Calamity. The only other 

irregularity on the wall’s smooth surface was a small, fresh-

water fountain mounted near the northern gate. Next to the 

fountain was an embedded hook upon which hung a bowl for 

travelers who might have need. These were the outer walls of 

F 
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Vanitas, a very comfortable and orderly community where 

everyone learned, trained and worked to assure the joint 

provision and protection of all who lived within the walls. It 

was generally a peaceful place where life moved like the gears 

and cogs of a watch, spinning out minute after minute, hour 

after hour, day after day, smoothly and predictably, and 

everyone had the same philosophy: Do all for community; be 

all for community. 

Before each of the two large gates of Vanitas stood a 

battalion of desert-camo-clad soldiers. This was not an 

aggression against Vanitas, but an army standing guard. 

Certainly, there was always a company of soldiers ready at any 

moment to protect each of the fortified communities from 

any type of aggression, which rarely happened. People, having 

finally had enough of death and destruction after the Third 

Great War, appointed a committee of international leaders 

who had initiated a mandatory relocation of the remaining 

population into walled “communities” near unaffected water 

sources where life could go on safely, the arks, so to speak, in 

which the world was being rebuilt. 

There were many self-sufficient, walled communities 

which were valuable for the resources they contained, the 

industries they housed, and the environmentally safe space 
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for people to inhabit. Each community lived by the same 

mantra: Do all for community; be all for community. 

Although all the communities functioned in much the same 

way, due to a difference in terrain and the availability of 

natural resources, specialty commodities were produced in 

each community and traded equally for other specialty 

commodities. Money was not a factor. Everyone was given 

everything he or she needed to live a comfortable, healthy life. 

Living quarters consisted of separate barracks for the 

housing of men, women and children.  There were common 

areas within that provided tables and chairs for study, games, 

and conversation.  

Every community included vegetable gardens (although 

most produce was imported from agricultural communities), 

kitchens, and dining halls where three meals were cooked and 

served each day in the particular and familiar traditions of the 

individual communities. Warehouses busied hundreds of 

workers who sent items from one place to another as needed. 

Curriers carried communications between sites within and 

between the communities. There were mechanics, 

carpenters, tailors, teams of repairmen, and those who 

cleaned and maintained the buildings and grounds. There 

were hospitals with medical care-givers. There were nurseries 
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for children who were too young to attend school. There were 

schools with teachers and barracks with attendants who raised 

children from kindergarten through sixteenth grade, 

funneling each young person into the training that suited him 

or her best. I was in the twelfth grade and was going to be a 

teacher, myself. I was specializing in Written 

Communication. Though it was an ancient tool, writing was 

still necessary for contact between the communities, 

authoring and up-dating text books and technical manuals, 

recording history, and, my particular choice, entertainment. 

Although most books were non-fiction and documented 

history, science, sociology, significant mathematics, and 

biographies, there were a few works of fiction. Those works 

had to be thoroughly perused and approved before they were 

available for general use, and were mainly about individuals 

who applied themselves to their work and lived fulfilled, or 

who did not apply themselves and died unfulfilled, or about 

people who accomplished great feats or made important 

discoveries.                                                                                                                     

Each community had soldiers, a large and elite group, well-

trained and efficient. Aggression was uncommon and was 

seldom an issue, for acting upon the myths of hatred and love 

and any extremes that could derive from emotions, including 
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greed and a lust for power, were a thing of the past. Instead, 

there was the logical reality of cooperation and the equal 

sharing of all resources. Love and hate were words mentioned 

only as a regrettable footnote to history, and experimenting 

with them was cause for exile. Any other reason to fight, such 

as desire for property or resource, was discouraged by the 

ever-ready, ever-present soldiers. Once in a while, bands of 

exiles would make an attempt to invade a community, but 

they were quickly put down. The penalty was death. 

The most important and enigmatic personalities in 

communities were the governors. The first of the governors 

were appointed by the international representatives at the 

beginning of Nouveau, the first community, and since then, 

seven seats always stayed filled in each community. The 

governors were just and honest men who had the ability to 

administrate. Once appointed, the position was for life. When 

a governor died, the next was appointed by the remaining 

governors. The governors decided what students would study 

in school based on aptitude tests which were administered 

near the beginning of the education process, and other 

observed talents and interests. They determined work 

assignments, and when it was permissible for the elderly to 

retire, at which point the retiree could become a tutor or 
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mentor for young ones preparing to do the same jobs as he or 

she had performed. The governors also made the deals for the 

trading of specialty commodities, along with the exchange of 

needed workers, with other communities. They paired 

couples in a logical fashion for procreation, timed so that the 

population did not become too large or too small. They were 

also the individuals who watched for demonstration of illegal 

emotions, and passed judgments. 

The landscape of Vanitas mirrored the structured, orderly 

life of the place. As an agricultural community, large 

rectangular sections were laid out for the planting, nurturing 

and harvesting of crops. Corn, beans, potatoes, squash, 

cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, peppers, and other vegetables 

were coaxed along from spring through fall. Orchards of trees 

planted in rows that resembled the formation of the soldiers 

produced apples, pears, and peaches. Strawberries flourished 

in tiered boxes. Borders of bushes exploded in blueberries, 

raspberries and blackberries. Fields of wheat and other grains 

frolicked in the breeze. This great, lush interior of Vanitas was 

possible because of a rare and significant, clean river nearby 

from which water was piped through an underground system 

which protected it from contamination along the way.  
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When the weather turned cold, seeds were planted 

indoors where the temperatures could be controlled. The 

healthiest seedlings were coaxed to grow there by Vanitas’s 

specially trained, maroon-clad botanists until they could be 

transplanted into the fields. 

In sharp contrast to the sandy, barren ground without, 

Vanitas was an oasis where all needs were met. 

A regular day in Vanitas went something like this: The call 

to rise would come at six o’clock in the morning. Showers and 

preparation for the day would go until seven o’clock when the 

call would sound for breakfast and all would assemble for the 

day’s first meal. By eight o’clock, each individual was required 

to be clocked in to either job or school according to his or her 

assignment. At noon, the call to lunch and mid-day break 

would come. Then at two o’clock, the individual assignments 

would resume until six o’clock in the evening. From six until 

eight there was time to do as one might please. Reading, 

exercising, or walking were recommended. Dinner call was at 

eight o’clock, and from nine until ten-thirty, one might 

exercise, study, or participate in games with other members of 

the community.  

Of course, there were some assignments that required 

slightly different schedules. The health-care workers, those 
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who took care of the very young children, and the soldiers, for 

example, lived in separate barracks and worked twelve-hour-

on and twelve-hour-off schedules. For everyone, one day a 

week was dedicated to rest. On that day, a minimum of work 

was preformed, and only that which was absolutely necessary. 

Those who were required to work on the day of rest had the 

next day off. 

Some communities had factories or plants, and were not 

as beautiful, but equally important. Vanitas was an agricultural 

community and very green. Trade existed between 

communities to provide all the necessities for all the people. 

Everything was very neat, very structured, and very secure, 

and most people were content.   

Maybe I was just born with a rebellious streak, but this 

whole idea of sameness seemed wrong. Equality, they called it, 

consistency, security—but those words only felt like a pleasant 

way to mask the fact that we were deprived of all individuality. 

It wasn’t just the uniforms, or the fact that we always ate 

identical meals, or the lack of decoration anywhere. It was as 

though shackles were placed on our thoughts. There was no 

room to create. I don’t mean invent; there was plenty of 

opportunity to invent, if one happened to be a part of an 

assignment that promoted it. But to create objects of beauty 
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for sheer aesthetics was not permitted. Space, after all, was 

limited and had to be preserved for what was necessary. I 

often sat alone with a book in front of me, but instead of seeing 

the words on the page, I saw adventurous, colorful 

descriptions of exotic animals and wondrous places and 

romantic people. Sometimes I even thought I could hear 

words spoken to my heart instead of thought of in my head, 

and sometimes they did not seem to be my own words. They 

were beautiful and unusual, and I desired them as though they 

were extravagant jewels, my secret treasure. 

I wanted to use words that way, but not just to teach 

students to read product orders or history lessons. I wanted to 

write beautiful things that would make the mind thrill; I 

wanted to write sad things that would make the heart cry; I 

wanted to write . . . that was the problem—I wanted . . . and 

there was no place for individuality in the community; it was 

all we and us. Do all for community; be all for community. It 

might have been good in theory, but in reality, it seemed to 

me very empty. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

    *** END OF FREE SAMPLE *** 

 


